N. T. WRIGHT

Paul and the Faithfulness of God
Volume 4 in the Christian Origins and the Question of God series
Two-book set
9780800626839  1,696 pp pbk  $89.00

Pauline Perspectives
9780800699635  640 pp pbk  $69.00

Conference special!
$59.00 for Paul and the Faithfulness of God
or
$89.00 for both N. T. Wright Books!

AN EVENING WITH N. T. WRIGHT

“Paul and the Faithfulness of God”
Sunday evening, 8:00-9:00 p.m.
International Ballroom A & B
Sheraton Convention Center
Fortress Press Reception follows
International Ballroom D & F

The Message of Jesus
John Dominic Crossan and Ben Witherington III in Dialogue
ROBERT B. STEWART, Editor
9780800699277  240 pp pbk  $25.00

Anatomy of the New Testament
Seventh Edition
ROBERT A. SPIVEY, D. MOODY SMITH, C. CLIFTON BLACK
9780800699710  544 pp pbk  $60.00

NEW TESTAMENT

Social Science Commentary on Deutero-Pauline Letters
BRUCE J. MALINA and JOHN J. PILCH
9780800699673  208 pp pbk  $39.00

Roman Imperial Texts
A Sourcebook
MARK REASONER
9780800699116  224 pp pbk  $49.00

Caiaphas
The High Priest
ADELE REINHARTZ
D. Moody Smith, Series Editor
9780800699406  264 pp pbk  $39.00

Anatomy of the New Testament
Seventh Edition
ROBERT A. SPIVEY, D. MOODY SMITH, C. CLIFTON BLACK
9780800699710  544 pp pbk  $60.00

History of New Testament Research
Vol. 3, From C.H. Dodd to Hans Dieter Betz
WILLIAM BAIRD
9780800699185  688 pp hc  $70.00

Paul in the Grip of the Philosophers
The Apostle and Contemporary Continental Philosophy
PETER FRICK, Editor
9780800699123  192 pp hc  $49.00
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Soundings in Cultural Criticism
Perspectives and Methods in Culture, Power, and Identity in the New Testament
FRANCISCO LOZADA JR., GREG CAREY, Editors
9780800699803 240 pp pbk $49.00

HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY

Introduction to the History of Christianity
Second Edition
TIM DOWLEY, Editor
9780800699677 688 pp pbk $55

A Study Companion to Introduction to the History of Christianity
Second Edition
Compiled and Edited by BETH WRIGHT
9781451464672 192 pp pbk $19

Course Pack: Textbook and Study Companion together
9781451465426 $65

Interactive electronic edition coming in January!
See a demonstration in the booth!

What Is Christianity?
An Introduction to the Christian Religion
GAIL RAMSHAW
9780800698195 336 pp pbk $45.00

Jewish-Christian Interpretation of the Pentateuch in the Pseudo-Clementine Homilies
DONALD H. CARLSON
9780800697772 224 pp pbk $59.00

The Courage of Faith
Martin Luther and the Theonomous Self
Studies in Lutheran History and Theology series
MARY GAEBLER
9780800697525 256 pp hc $32.00

Christian Economic Ethics
History and Implications
DANIEL K. FINN
9780800699611 420 pp pbk $49.00

Augustine on War and Military Service
PHILLIP WYNN
9781451464733 350 pp pbk $49.00

The Imposing Preacher
Samuel DeWitt Proctor and Black Public Faith
ADAM L. BOND
9780800699727 264 pp pbk $29.00

RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Introduction to World Religions
Second Edition
CHRISTOPHER PARTRIDGE, General Editor
9780800699734 496 pp pbk $65.00

A Study Companion to Introduction to World Religions
Second Edition
Compiled and Edited by BETH WRIGHT
9781451464689 148 pp pbk $19.00

Course Pack: Textbook and Study Companion together
9781451465433 $75.00

Interactive electronic edition coming in January!
See a demonstration in the booth!

The Age of the Sages
The Axial Age in Asia and the Near East
MARK W. MUESSE
9780800699215 224 pp pbk $25.00

Interactive electronic edition coming in January!
See a demonstration in the booth!
THEOLOGY

Finding God among Our Neighbors
An Interfaith Systematic Theology
KRISTIN JOHNSTON LARGEN
9780800699338 244 pp pbk $29.00

How to Think Theologically
Third Edition
HOWARD W. STONE and JAMES O. DUKE
9780800699321 152 pp pbk $19.00

Theologians in Their Own Words
DEREK R. NELSON, JOSHUA M. MORITZ, TEO PETERS
9780800698805 288 pp pbk $29.00

Blessed are the Consumers
Climate Change and the Practice of Restraint
SALLY MCFAGUE
9780800699604 208 pp pbk $24.00

Changing Horizons
Explorations in Feminist Interpretation
ELISABETH SCHÜSSLER FIORENZA
9780800698072 264 pp hc $49.00

Ain’t I a Womanist Too?
Third Wave Womanist Religious Thought
MONICA A. COLEMAN, Editor
Foreword by LAYLI MAPARYAN
9780800698768 240 pp pbk $24.00

Creator God, Evolving World
CYNTHIA CRYSDALE and NEIL ORMEROD
9780800698775 184 pp pbk $18.00

Theology in Transposition
A Constructive Appraisal of T. F. Torrance
MYK HABETS
978080069994 208 pp pbk $39.00

COLLECTED READINGS

How to Think Theologically
Third Edition
HOWARD W. STONE and JAMES O. DUKE
9780800699321 152 pp pbk $19.00

Theologians in Their Own Words
DEREK R. NELSON, JOSHUA M. MORITZ, TEO PETERS
9780800698805 288 pp pbk $29.00

Blessed are the Consumers
Climate Change and the Practice of Restraint
SALLY MCFAGUE
9780800699604 208 pp pbk $24.00

Changing Horizons
Explorations in Feminist Interpretation
ELISABETH SCHÜSSLER FIORENZA
9780800698072 264 pp hc $49.00

Ain’t I a Womanist Too?
Third Wave Womanist Religious Thought
MONICA A. COLEMAN, Editor
Foreword by LAYLI MAPARYAN
9780800698768 240 pp pbk $24.00

Creator God, Evolving World
CYNTHIA CRYSDALE and NEIL ORMEROD
9780800698775 184 pp pbk $18.00

Theology in Transposition
A Constructive Appraisal of T. F. Torrance
MYK HABETS
978080069994 208 pp pbk $39.00

COLLECTED READINGS

Douglas John Hall
Collected Readings
DOUGLAS JOHN HALL
David B. Lott, Editor
9780800699864 224 pp pbk $34.00

Sallie McFague
Collected Readings
SALLIE MCFAGUE
David B. Lott, Editor
9780800699888 224 pp pbk $34.00

Walter Wink
Collected Readings
WALTER WINK
Henry F. French, Editor
9780800699871 224 pp pbk $34.00

Jürgen Moltmann
Collected Readings
JÜRGEN MOLTMANN
Margaret Kohl, Editor
AVAILABLE JUNE 2014
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The series is now complete!
The definitive English translation of the Critical Edition, this comprehensive and thoroughly annotated sixteen-volume resource for the study of Bonhoeffer in the wider frame of twentieth-century thought and history is now complete.

Special Offer - 40% Discount!
Order the complete sixteen-volume hardcover set of Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works and receive a 40% discount!

Reg. price: $865
Sale price: $519
Order in the booth or online!
Offer good through December 31, 2013!

Theological Education at Finkenwalde, 1935–1937
Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works, Volume 14
DIETRICH BONHOEFFER
H. Gaylon Barker and Mark Brocker, Editors
Douglas W. Stott, Translator
9780800698393 1,258 pp hc $75.00

Interpreting Bonhoeffer
Historical Perspectives, Emerging Issues
CLIFFORD J. GREEN and GREG C. CARTER, Editors
9781451465419 250 pp pbk $29.00

The Bonhoeffer Reader
CLIFFORD J. GREEN and MICHAEL DEJONGE, Editors
9780800699451 832 pp pbk $39.00

Professional Sexual Ethics
A Holistic Ministry Approach
PATRICIA BEATTIE JUNG and DARRYL W. STEPHENS, Editors
9780800699437 256 pp pbk $24.00

PRACTICAL THEOLOGY
Fortress Biblical Preaching Commentaries
Acts of the Apostles
RONALD J. ALLEN
9780800698720 240 pp pbk $22.00

Matthew
O. WESLEY ALLEN JR.
9780800698713 256 pp pbk $22.00

Preaching at the Crossroads
How the World – and Our Preaching – is Changing
DAVID J. LOSE
9780800699734 100 pp pbk $19.00

Empowering Couples
A Narrative Approach to Spiritual Care
DUANE R. BIDWELL
9780800663421 144 pp pbk $15.00

Redeeming Fear
A Constructive Theology for Living into Hope
JASON C. WHITEHEAD
9780800699147 160 pp pbk $19.00

Who Is the Church?
An Ecclesiology for the Twenty-First Century
CHERYL M. PETERSON
9780800698812 176 pp pbk $22.00

Wide Welcome
How the Unsettling Presence of Newcomers Can Save the Church
JESSICAH KREY DUCKWORTH
9780800699390 144 pp pbk $19.00

By the Rivers of Babylon
Blueprint for a Church in Exile
ROBERT P. HOCH
9780800698539 160 pp pbk $18.00

Comparative Religious Ethics
Everyday Decisions for Our Everyday Lives
CHRISTINE E. GUDORF
9780800698614 256 pp pbk $49.00

Ethics
A Liberative Approach
MIGUEL A. DE LA TORRE
9780800697877 264 pp pbk $35.00

Resisting Structural Evil
Love as Ecological-Economic Vocation
CYNTHIA D. MOE-LOBEDA
9781451462678 309 pp pbk $22.00

Practicing Care in Rural Congregations and Communities
JEANNE HOEFT, L. SHANNON JUNG, JORETTA MARSHALL
9780800698546 192 pp pbk $24.00
Emerging Scholars is a curated, selective dissertation series highlighting fresh, innovative projects from new scholars in the fields of Christian history, biblical studies, and theology.

**BIBLICAL STUDIES**

**The Interpreting Angel Motif in Prophetic and Apocalyptic Literature**
DAVID P. MELVIN
9781451465600 208 pp pbk $59.00

**Queering the Ethiopian Eunuch: Strategies of Ambiguity in Acts**
SEAN D. BURKE
9781451465655 192 pp pbk $49.00

**Resurrection and Anti-Imperial Gospel**
1 Thessalonians 1:9b-10 in Context
EDWARD PILLAR
9781451465686 320 pp pbk $69.00

**Give Me Children or I Shall Die: Children and Communal Survival in Biblical Literature**
LAUREL W. KOEPF-TAYLOR
9781451465631 224 pp pbk $59.00

KEVIN W. MCFAADDEN
9781451465679 208 pp pbk $59.00

**Memory and Covenant: The Role of Israel’s and God’s Memory in Sustaining the Deuteronomic and Priestly Covenants**
BARAT ELLMAN
9781451465617 192 pp pbk $49.00
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THEOLOGY

Early Arabic Christian Contributions to Trinitarian Theology
The Development of the Doctrine of the Trinity in an Islamic Milieu
THOMAS W. RICKS
9780800699987 160 pp pbk $49.00

The Sign of the Gospel
Toward an Evangelical Doctrine of Infant Baptism after Karl Barth
W. TRAVIS McMAKEN
9780800699994 352 pp pbk $69.00

Christ and Analogy
The Christocentric Metaphysics of Hans Urs von Balthasar
9780800699956 224 pp pbk $59.00

Christ Crucified in a Suffering World
The Unity of Atonement and Liberation
NATHAN D. HIEB
9781451465716 240 pp pbk $59.00

Playful, Glad, and Free
Karl Barth and a Theology of Popular Culture
JESSICA DECOU
9781451465471 240 pp pbk $59.00

Waiting and Being
Creation, Freedom, and Grace in Western Theology
JOSHUA B. DAVIS
9780800699901 208 pp pbk $59.00

Embedded Grace
Christ, History, and the Reign of God in Shleiermacher’s Dogmatics
KEVIN M. VANDER SCHEL
9780800699970 208 pp pbk $59.00

Divine Eloquence and Human Transformation
Rethinking Scripture and History through Gregory of Nazianzus and Hans Frei
BEN FULFORD
9781451465488 256 pp pbk $59.00

CHRISTIAN HISTORY

We Are Who We Think We Were
Christian History and Christian Ethics
AARON D. CONLEY
9781451469318 224 pp pbk $59.00

Chosen Nations
Pursuit of the Kingdom of God and Its Influence on Democratic Values in Late Nineteenth-Century Britain and the United States
CHRISTINA L. LITTLEFIELD
9781451465570 200 pp pbk $59.00

Fortress Press Reception
Sunday, 9:00-11:00 p.m.
International Ballroom D & F
Sheraton Convention Center

Follow us on Facebook or Twitter during the show to hear about author sessions and special events!
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